UCLA Biotech Training Symposium

UCLA Biotechnology Training in Biomedical Sciences and Engineering (BTBSE)

Friday, August 17, 2018
12:00 PM to 5:00 PM with reception to follow
UCLA Faculty Center, Hacienda Room

A symposium dedicated to highlighting the opportunities available through industry and academia for biotechnology-related PhDs. Former BTBSE trainees, associated faculty, and graduate students interested in biotechnology are all invited to attend.

Keynote Speakers

Prof. Yvonne Chen
UCLA Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering

Dr. Natalie Boehnke
Postdoctoral Researcher, Hammond Lab at MIT

Dr. Philip Wiemann
Principal Scientist at Hexagon Bio

Academic speaker
Alumni speaker
Industrial speaker

With Research Talks from Current Trainees

Nicholas Liu
CBE

Kathryn Mansfield
Chem. and Biochem.

Robert Dimatteo
CBE

Sunny Hung
CBE

Daniel Estabrook
Chem. and Biochem.

Madeline Gelb
Chem. and Biochem.

Andrew Hou
CBE

Kersti Haatveit
Chem. and Biochem.

Justin Evan Miller
Chem. and Biochem.

The Symposium is sponsored by BTBSE through NIH grant T32 GM067555-12 and UCLA graduate division. More BTBSE information at https://sites.google.com/site/btbseucla/training-symposium